Deep learning (DL) training algorithms utilize nondeterminism to improve models’ accuracy and training efficiency. Hence, multiple identical training runs (e.g., identical training data, algorithm, and network) produce different models with different accuracies and training times. In addition to these algorithmic factors, DL libraries (e.g., TensorFlow and cuDNN) introduce additional variance (referred to as implementation-level variance) due to parallelism, optimization, and floating-point computation.

This work is the first to study the variance of DL systems and the awareness of this variance among researchers and practitioners. Our experiments on three datasets with six popular networks show large overall accuracy differences among identical training runs. Even after excluding weak models, the accuracy difference is 10.8%. In addition, implementation-level factors alone cause the accuracy difference across identical training runs to be up to 2.9%, the per-class accuracy difference to be up to 52.4%, and the training time difference to be up to 145.3%. All core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano) and low-level libraries (e.g., cuDNN) exhibit implementation-level variance across all evaluated versions.

Our researcher and practitioner survey shows that 83.8% of the 901 participants are unaware of or unsure about any implementation-level variance. In addition, our literature survey shows that only 19.5±3% of papers in recent top software engineering (SE), artificial intelligence (AI), and systems conferences use multiple identical training runs to quantify the variance of their DL approaches. This paper raises awareness of DL variance and directs SE researchers to challenging tasks such as creating deterministic DL implementations to facilitate debugging and improving the reproducibility of DL software and results.

1 INTRODUCTION

Deep learning is widely used in many fields including autonomous driving cars [19], diabetic blood glucose prediction [78], and software engineering [18, 20, 21, 52, 63, 87, 114, 117, 119]. DL training algorithms utilize nondeterminism to improve training efficiency and model accuracy, e.g., using shuffled batch ordering of training data to prevent overfitting and speed up training [49].

These nondeterminism-introducing (NI)-factors cause multiple identical training runs, i.e., training runs with the same settings (e.g., identical training data, identical algorithm, and identical network), to produce different DL models with significantly different accuracies and training times [57, 88, 101, 104].

For example, our experiments show that for 16 identical training runs of a popular DL network, LeNet5 [65], the accuracy of the most accurate run (98.6%) and the least accurate run (87.8%)—a large accuracy difference of 90.4%. Four of these identical training runs resulted in weak models (accuracy below 20%). Even if we exclude such models, the accuracy difference is still up to 10.8% with LeNet1 between the most accurate run (98.6%) and the least accurate run (87.8%).

One can eliminate the variance introduced by algorithmic NI-factors (e.g., shuffled batch ordering) using fixed random seeds. For example, with a fixed seed for batch ordering, multiple identical training runs will have the same batch ordering. We refer to these runs as fixed-seed identical training runs.

In addition to these algorithmic NI-factors, DL libraries (e.g., TensorFlow [13] and cuDNN [23]) introduce additional variance.
For example, by default, core DL libraries (e.g., TensorFlow or PyTorch [82]) perform data preprocessing in parallel for speed, which changes the order of training data, even if algorithmically the batch order is fixed. In addition, core DL libraries, by default, leverage autotune to automatically benchmark several modes of operation (i.e., underlying algorithms for computations such as addition) for each primitive cuDNN function (e.g., pooling and normalization) in its first call. The fastest mode of operation is then used for that cuDNN function in subsequent calls. Different identical runs sometimes use different modes of operation, introducing variance.

Our experiments (Section 5.2) show that these implementation-level NI-factors alone cause an overall accuracy difference of up to 2.9%. Specifically, we train the popular WideResNet-28-10 [112] (or WRN-28-10 for short) DL network for image classification 16 times using the same default training configuration (e.g., same CIFAR100 [61] training data, batch size, optimizer, and learning rate schedule), identical model selection criteria (i.e., selecting models with the lowest loss on a validation set), the same DL libraries (i.e., Keras 2.2.2, TensorFlow 1.14.0, CUDA 10.0, and cuDNN 7.6), and identical hardware (i.e., the same NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU), while disabling all algorithmic NI-factors (i.e., using fixed random seeds to ensure identical initial weights, identical batch ordering, deterministic dropout layers, and deterministic data augmentation). This process generates 16 models. Since all algorithmic NI-factors are disabled, one may expect little variance across the 16 runs. However, we found that the accuracies of these 16 models vary between 77.3% and 80.2% (a 2.9% difference).

These implementation-level NI-factors and differences are often characteristics and consequences of the DL software implementations, which create unique challenges for SE researchers and practitioners (Section 8), while DL researchers have paid little attention to implementation-level NI-factors (the focus is on theoretical analyses of DL training [26, 27, 35, 58, 68, 90]). To see whether such difference is known, we conduct a survey (Section 6), which surprisingly shows, that 83.8% of the 901 responded researchers and practitioners with DL experience are unaware of (63.4%) or unsure about (20.4%) any implementation-level variance! Of the 901 respondents, only 10.4% expect 2% or more accuracy difference across fixed-seed identical training runs.

We also perform a literature survey of 454 papers randomly sampled from recent top SE, AI, and systems conferences to understand the awareness and practices of handling DL system variance in research papers. Of 225 papers that train and evaluate DL systems, especially the implementation-level variance. On the one hand, some practitioners, whose primary goal is to obtain the best model, may be able to take advantage of the variance by running multiple identical runs to achieve their goal. On the other hand, SE, AI, and systems researchers who propose new DL architectures and models that outperform existing ones may need to execute multiple identical runs to ensure the validity of their experiments.

For example, a recent research paper [64] proposed a new approach with a reported 0.8% accuracy improvement over the standard WRN-28-10. Our experiments show that this network’s accuracy can vary by up to 2.9%. Therefore, the reported accuracy improvement may not be statistically significant when considering the aforementioned NI-factors in the training algorithm and the implementation. In other words, if one runs the two approaches again, the resulting mode of [64] may not outperform the WRN-28-10 model. At best, the comparison results still hold, but the current experiments fail to provide evidence to demonstrate the improvement given the possible variance.

There are existing theoretical analyses of DL training [26, 27, 35, 58, 68, 90] that study how well optimizers find good local optima given algorithmic NI-factors. Such work fails to study the nondeterminism in the underlying DL implementation.

To fill this gap, first, we systematically study and quantify the accuracy and time variance of DL systems across identical runs using 6 widely-used networks and 3 datasets. Second, we conduct a survey to ascertain whether DL variance and their implications are known to researchers and practitioners with DL experience. Third, we conduct a literature review of the most recent editions of top SE, AI, and systems conferences to understand the awareness and practices of coping with DL variance in research papers.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

**Finding 0:** A list of implementation-level NI-factors (parallel process, auto-selection of primitive operations, and scheduling and floating-point precision) and algorithmic NI-factors (nondeterministic DL layers, weight initialization approach, data augmentation approach, and batch ordering), and techniques that control these NI-factors to remove or reduce variance (Section 2).

A DL variance study of 4,838 hours (over 6.5 months) of GPU time on 3 widely-used datasets (MNIST, CIFAR10, CIFAR100) with 6 popular models (LeNet1, LeNet4, LeNet5, ResNet38, ResNet56, and WideResNet-28-10) on three core DL libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano):

- **Finding 1:** The accuracy of models from 16 identical training runs varies by as much as 10.8%, even after removing weak models.

- **Finding 2:** With algorithmic NI-factors disabled, DL model accuracy varies by as much as 2.9%—an accuracy difference caused solely by implementation-level nondeterminism.

- **Finding 3:** Implementation-level NI-factors cause a per-class accuracy difference up to 52.4%, while the per-class difference is up to 100% with default settings (i.e., with algorithmic and implementation-level nondeterminism).
• **Finding 4**: Training time varies by as much as 145.3% (1 hour and 12 minutes) among fixed-seed identical training runs, while the training time difference is up to 4,014.8% with default settings.

A researcher and practitioner survey, with 901 valid replies, reveals that:

• **Finding 5**: A large percentage of respondents are unaware of (31.9%) or unsure about (21.8%) any variance of DL systems; there is no correlation between DL experience and awareness of DL variance.

• **Finding 6**: Even more researchers and practitioners (83.8%) are unaware or uncertain of implementation-level nondeterminism in DL systems.

• **Finding 7**: Only 10.4% of respondents expect 2% or more accuracy difference across fixed-seed identical training runs.

• **Finding 8**: Most (77.7%) participants estimate the convergence time differences to be less than 10% across identical training runs, and the majority of respondents (84.5%) estimates a similar 10% or less convergence time difference among fixed-seed identical training runs.

• **Finding 9**: A literature survey of a random sample of 454 papers from the most recent editions of top SE (ICSE [7], FSE [4], and ASE [1]), AI (NeurIPS/NIPS [9], ICLR [11], ICML [6], CVPR [3], and ICCV [5]), and systems (ASPLOS [2], SOSP [10], and ML-Sys [8]) conferences, shows that 225 papers train and evaluate DL systems, only 19.5±3% of which use multiple identical training runs to evaluate their approaches.

• **Implications and suggestions** for researchers and practitioners, and raising awareness of DL variance (Section 8).

Code and data are available in a GitHub repository.

2 NONDETERMINISM-INTRODUCING (NI)-FACTORS

Many factors affect DL systems' results and training time. The first set of factors is the input to a system. Such input includes the training data and hyper-parameters (e.g., number of layers, dropout rate, optimizer, learning rate, batch size, and data augmentation method and settings). It is expected that models with different inputs perform differently, and there is a flurry of work on how to select the best input (e.g., hyper-parameter tuning) [17, 54, 111].

However, several factors (e.g., shuffled batch ordering) independent of the system’s input affect the training and accuracy of the final models. We call these factors NI-factors. We divide NI-factors into two categories: (1) algorithmic NI-factors, which are introduced to improve the effectiveness of the training algorithm, and (2) implementation-level NI-factors, which are the byproduct of optimizations to improve DL implementations’ efficiency.

2.1 Definitions

In this study, we define a DL system as the composition of a DL algorithm and a DL implementation. DL algorithm is the theory portion of DL and consists of model definition, hyper-parameters, and theoretical training process. DL implementation consists of

high-level DL libraries (e.g., Keras), core DL libraries (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch), low-level computation libraries (e.g., cuDNN and CUDA), and hardware (e.g., GPU, CPU, and TPU). The DL training process spans across the DL algorithm and DL implementation.

2.2 Algorithmic NI-factors

The most common algorithmic NI-factors include nondeterministic DL layers (e.g., dropout layer), weight initialization, data augmentation, and batch ordering.

Nondeterministic DL Layers: DL architectures can contain nondeterministic layers. For example, dropout layers [99] are commonly used to prevent overfitting. They randomly set parts of the input tensor to zero during training and guide each neuron to be trained with different portions of the training data. Dropout tensors are chosen randomly on-the-fly during training, which means two identical runs could produce two different models with different accuracies and different training times.

Weight Initialization: Weight initialization [42, 50, 66, 90] is an important step in DL training [101, 104]. Random weight initialization samples the initial DL model weights from a predefined distribution. Goodfellow et al. [45] state that random initialization “breaks the symmetry” across all the weight tensors. This process helps similarly structured neurons learn different functions instead of repeating each other. Thus, they learn different aspects of the training data and help to increase the model’s generalization. However, different initial weights may result in convergence to different local minima [36, 40, 67]. Therefore, random initialization can lead to variance in model accuracy across identical runs.

Data Augmentation: DL training algorithms also utilize the randomness in data augmentation to improve their effectiveness (i.e., produce more accurate models). Data augmentation [96] is an inexpensive method that randomly transforms the input to increase the input’s diversity. It has been shown to improve the generalization of the final trained model. Randomly transforming the training data will result in nondeterministic identical training runs.

Batch Ordering: Random batch ordering also improves the generalization of DL models. It breaks up the order of the training data to prevent the model from quickly overfitting to a particular label [66]. Reordering training batches at each epoch results in nondeterministic identical training runs.

2.3 Implementation-level NI-factors

Implementation-level NI-factors are caused by libraries (e.g., TensorFlow, CUDA, and cuDNN). The most common implementation-level NI-factors are parallel computation, nondeterministic primitive operations, and rounding errors due to scheduling.

Parallel processes: Core DL libraries (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch) provide options to use multiple processes to improve the efficiency of DL systems. For example, the core libraries, by default, run the data preprocessing task in parallel to prepare the training data faster. However, due to the random completion order of parallel tasks, the order of training data may change and impact the optimization path of the training process, resulting in variance even if data preprocessing itself is deterministic.
Auto-selection of primitive operations: Core DL libraries implement DL algorithms by leveraging the GPU-optimized DL primitives provided by low-level libraries (e.g., cuDNN and CUDA). When used with NVIDIA GPUs, cuDNN provides hardware-accelerated primitives for common DL operations such as forward and backward convolution, pooling, normalization, and activation layers. cuDNN provides several modes of operation (i.e., different computational algorithms) for primitive functions.

By default, core DL libraries enable autotune, which automatically benchmarks several modes of operation for each primitive cuDNN function in its first call. The fastest mode of operation is then used for that cuDNN function in subsequent calls. The exact mode of operation for each primitive used in each run changes depending on the dynamic benchmark result. Different identical runs sometimes use different modes of operation, introducing variance. Furthermore, some modes of operation are nondeterministic due to rounding errors introduced by scheduling (see below).

Scheduling and floating-point precision: GPU programming uses warp as a unit of computation. A warp consists of 32 parallel threads with concurrent memory access. Due to the limited precision (32-bits) of DL models, rounding errors are introduced at every step of floating-point calculation. In the GPU model, concurrent accesses to a single memory address must be serialized to prevent race conditions with no guaranteed order of access. Therefore, the rounding error introduced in each warp may vary across fixed-seed identical training runs due to the different accessing orders.

For example, matrix reduction operations such as atomicAdd (used in depthwise convolution layers) are affected by the varying serialization order. Since floating-point operations are not associative due to rounding errors [43], varying orders of additions may produce nondeterministic output \((A + B + C \neq B + C + A)\).

2.4 Controlling NI-factors for determinism

Removing algorithmic NI-factors enables us to study the nondeterminism introduced by implementation-level NI-factors. In addition, deterministic training may be desirable for debugging and other purposes. Thus, we identify techniques that control algorithmic and implementation-level NI-factors to remove or reduce variance.

Controlling algorithmic NI-factors: All algorithmic NI-factors are controlled by pseudo-random number generators. Thus, we can control these NI-factors by fixing the random seeds at the beginning of each run to achieve algorithmic determinism across identical runs while still maintaining the pseudo-random characteristic within a single run. We defined this as fixed-seed identical training runs.

Controlling implementation-level NI-factors: To control these NI-factors, we need to take several steps. First, the DL system should not use multiple processes that cannot guarantee data order. For example, using more than one worker in the data generator to feed training data would shuffle the batch ordering even with fixed random seeds.

Second, the autotune mechanism should choose deterministic implementations of primitive operations only. For example, in TensorFlow 1.14.0, if the environment flag TF_CUDNN_DETERMINISTIC is set to 1, the autotune mechanism will not consider the nondeterministic modes for cuDNN primitive functions.

Third, since some operations (e.g., atomicAdd) are nondeterministic when used on a GPU due to nondeterministic serialization, the input of these operations should be serialized after all parallel executions (i.e., to ensure a deterministic ordering of input). Then, the operations should be executed on a single CPU thread.

Finally, one solution to achieve complete deterministic training is forcing the DL system to run completely in a serial manner (i.e., running on a single CPU thread). However, this option prevents DL systems to utilize the hardware efficiently and may be unrealistic, as many models would take months or years to train on a single CPU thread. As future work, deterministic multithreading [32] may be promising for more realistic deterministic DL systems.

A major goal of this paper is to quantify the variance introduced by implementation-level NI-factors.

3 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

First, we extract the default input (i.e., training data, hyper-parameters, and optimizers) of a DL system from existing work (Section 4). Figure 1 shows an overview of our experimental method. We generate different environments that combine different versions of DL libraries (e.g., high-level libraries, core libraries, and low-level libraries). For all environments, the hardware is the same (details in Section 4). For example, one such environment includes Keras 2.2.2, TensorFlow 1.14.0, cuDNN 7.6, and CUDA 10.0. Each network is coupled with its default input. For example, the CIFAR 100 dataset (including training, validation, and test data) is used to train the WRN-28-10 network with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer in 50 epochs. Table 1 shows the corresponding default input for each network. Each network (including its default input) combined with one nondeterminism setting (details below) is defined as a set of setting. For example, one set of settings that we use is training the WRN-28-10 network with all algorithmic NI-factors disabled (i.e., fixed-seed nondeterminism setting). For each environment and
setting combination, we perform an experimental set and measure the accuracy and time variance across \( n \) identical training runs.

To ensure a valid study, we address one main challenge: to measure realistic variance, the experiments need to reflect the real usage of DL systems. We pick training from-scratch as our scenario for the training phase because it is a common and fundamental training scenario [14, 51, 94, 98, 103, 112, 122], i.e., we train a new DL model from the beginning, starting from randomly initialized weights. In addition, we focus on studying the variance of models’ overall accuracy, per-class accuracy, and training time, as these are common metrics that DL researchers and practitioners use, and there have been many techniques [14, 22, 38, 45, 103, 118] proposed to improve on these metrics.

Further, to make sure the accuracy and time that we observe are valid, we check that our results are equivalent to the ones reported in the original papers. Training inputs (e.g., training data, preprocessing methods, and optimizer) are chosen to match, as closely as possible, those reported or used in the authors’ code. While a complete reproduction is often impossible, we reproduce previous work as faithfully as possible by using reported settings and ensuring at least one of our runs can reach almost identical accuracy to that of the original work.

Finally, we perform two statistical tests (Levene’s test for variance and Mann Whitney U-test for mean) to ensure that we draw statistically significant conclusions.

### 3.1 Experimental sets of identical training runs

The training phase is an iterative process and after each iteration (i.e., epoch) a checkpoint of the model is stored. After the training finishes, the best checkpoint is selected based on a final model selection criterion. We focus on two common (77.5% of the respondents in our survey use one of these criteria) model selection criteria:

- **Best-loss selection criterion**: The final model is the checkpoint with the best (i.e., lowest) validation loss.
- **Best-accuracy selection criterion**: The final model is the checkpoint with the best (i.e., highest) validation accuracy.

Validation loss and accuracy are calculated on the validation set (i.e., unseen data, different from the training data, and used to tune the model). We report the test accuracy of the selected best model which is calculated on the test data (i.e., unseen data, different from the training and validation data).

In practice, the training runs would end if the selection metric (i.e., validation loss or accuracy) did not improve after a set number of epochs (i.e., patience). In this study, we instead run the training to a maximum number of epochs while storing the model checkpoints. Once the training is done, we select the model based on the selection criterion and then compute the training time as if the training had stopped at the best checkpoint. This is an estimation of training time without running a separate set of experiments for each criterion.

We define identical training runs as training runs executed with the same environment (i.e., hardware and DL libraries), the same network architecture, and the same inputs (i.e., training data, hyperparameters, and optimizers). Each identical training run is followed by an inference run on the test data to compute the model accuracy.

An experimental set is a group of identical training runs. We make sure to avoid measurement bias [79] as much as we could by using the same machine along with Docker environments that are built from the same base image. The only changes across experimental sets are the DL library combinations and the set of settings (i.e., the nondeterminism-level, the network, and its default input). In each experimental set, we perform \( n = 16 \) runs.

### 3.2 Nondeterminism-level settings

We perform two categories of experiments with different nondeterminism-levels: the default and fixed-seed settings.

**Default identical training runs** are experiments that do not enforce determinism (i.e., none of the NI-factors are controlled). These are identical training runs with the default input (training data and hyper-parameters).

**Fixed-seed identical training runs** are experiments for which algorithmic NI-factors are disabled, i.e., we use the same random generator and the same seed. For example, with the TensorFlow core library, we set the global Python random seed, Python hash seed, Numpy random seed, and the TensorFlow random seed to be identical. Initializing all random number generators with identical seed disables all algorithmic NI-factors (i.e., dropout layers, initial weights, data augmentation, and batch ordering).

### 3.3 Metrics and measurements

To measure the variance across identical training runs, we measure a model’s overall and per-class accuracy on the test set. The overall accuracy measures the portion of correct classifications that a model makes on test samples. The per-class accuracy splits the overall accuracy into separate classes based on the ground-truth class labels (i.e., the accuracy of the model for each class). For example, the MNIST dataset has 10 classes, so an MNIST model would have 10 per-class accuracy values (one for each digit). For all identical training runs, we measure the total training time as well as the number of epochs until convergence (i.e., until the checkpoints specified by the selection criterion). For each experimental set, the maximum difference shows the most extreme gap of model accuracy and training time between the best and the worst runs.

### 3.4 Statistical tests

**Levene’s test** is a statistical test to assess the equality of variance of two samples. Specifically, when testing accuracy variance, the null hypothesis is that the accuracy variance of set \( A \) is equal to the accuracy variance of set \( B \). If we find that \( p-value < 0.05 \) then we can confirm with 95% confidence the accuracy variance of set \( A \) is different from set \( B \). Thus, if the accuracy variance of set \( A \) is smaller, then runs in set \( A \) are more stable than in \( B \).

**Mann Whitney U-test** is a statistical test to assess the similarity of sample distributions. We run the U-test instead of the T-test because the U-test does not assume normality while the T-test does. For example, when comparing two sets of runs (\( A \) and \( B \)), the null hypothesis is that the accuracies of set \( A \) are similar to set \( B \). If we find that \( p-value < 0.05 \), then we can confirm with 95% confidence that our alternative hypothesis is true which means set \( A \) has statistically different accuracies than set \( B \). We compute the effect size as the Cohen’s \( d \) [28] to check if the difference has a meaningful effect (\( d = 0 \): no effect and \( d = 2 \): huge effect [89]).
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

Datasets and models: We perform our experiments using three popular datasets: MNIST [65], CIFAR10 [61], and CIFAR100 [61]. We choose image classification architectures as they are often used as test subjects in recent SE papers that test [41, 71, 73, 85, 100, 105, 106, 109, 115, 120], verify [46, 83], and improve [39, 56, 74, 110, 113, 116]. DL models and libraries. Table 1 shows each dataset with the corresponding numbers of instances in each subset (training, validation, and test). The training set is used to train the model. Following common practice [14, 24, 45, 51, 62, 97, 102], we use the validation set to select the best model. The test set is used to evaluate the final model.

We choose to experiment on LeNet [65], ResNet [51], and WideResNet [112] architectures as they are popular networks for image classification. In our literature review, of the 225 relevant papers, 64% of papers use or compare to one of these architectures. Table 1 also shows the number of trainable parameters for each network. Our networks are diverse in size, from 7,206 (LeNet1) to 36,536,884 parameters (WRN-28-10).

We reproduce previous work as faithfully as possible by using networks and settings recorded by previous work and ensuring some of our runs have a similar (within 1%) accuracy as that in the original work. We also use (when available) the original implementation of the approach from the author and the Keras implementation (if available) to reduce the risk of introducing new bugs.

We list the training configurations used in Table 1. To ensure that the model will converge (i.e., training loss stops improving) within the maximum number of epochs (Table 1), we empirically choose a maximum number of epochs larger than the number of epochs to convergence using both selection criteria.

We cannot use networks from prior work [84, 85, 105] since they only provide pre-trained models and do not provide enough details for us to reproduce the training runs.

DL libraries: We use Keras version 2.2.2 [25] as our high-level library since it provides us with the ability to transparently switch between three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano) [91]. This ensures that the comparison across core libraries is fair and the least affected by our code. We perform our experiments with the official TensorFlow versions (including the latest) [1.10, 1.12, and 1.14], CNTK version (2.7), and Theano version (1.0.4). We pair each version of the core libraries with the officially supported low-level cuDNN and CUDA versions. For example, TensorFlow 1.12 supports cuDNN 7.3 to 7.6 coupled with CUDA 9.0, while TensorFlow 1.14 supports only cuDNN 7.4 to 7.6 coupled with CUDA 10.0. Since it is not practical to perform experiments on all library combinations, we use 11 library combinations for TensorFlow, one combination each for CNTK and Theano.

Infrastructure: We carry out all experiments on a machine with 56 cores, 384GB of RAM, and RTX 2080Ti graphic cards each with 11GB memory. To accommodate multiple combinations of libraries, we use Anaconda (4.4.10) with Python (3.6) and Docker (19.03).

5 RESULTS AND FINDINGS

We perform 2,304 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each) of six networks on three datasets, with two levels of nondeterminism, using three core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano) which is 4,838 hours (over 6.5 months) of GPU time.

5.1 RQ1: How much accuracy variance do NI-factors introduce?

To investigate the variance caused by NI-factors, we run 16 default identical training runs for each of the 66 experimental sets (i.e., combinations of 6 networks and 11 environments). Recall that default identical training runs are defined as training runs with the same default inputs where no NI-factors are disabled (Section 3.1). To estimate the extreme case, we compute the maximum difference of accuracy (overall and per-class) between the least accurate and the most accurate default identical training runs of an experimental set while the standard deviation estimates the average case.

We perform 2,304 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each) of six networks on three datasets, with two levels of nondeterminism, using three core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano) which is 4,838 hours (over 6.5 months) of GPU time.

To determine the variance caused by NI-factors, we define the accuracy variance as the difference in accuracy between the least and most accurate identical training runs of a network on a dataset.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.

We perform our experiments using three DL core libraries (TensorFlow, CNTK, and Theano). For each combination of library, network, and dataset, we perform 16 identical training runs (144 experimental sets with 16 runs each). We only show the larger accuracy differences when using either selection criterion (best-loss or best-accuracy) as the results are similar between the criteria.
Across default identical training runs, the accuracy difference is as big as 10.8%, even after removing weak models. (Finding 1). Specifically, in the LeNet5 default training experimental set (with TensorFlow 1.14.0, CUDA 10.0, cuDNN 7.5, and loss selection criterion), the most and least accurate runs have an overall accuracy of 99.0% and 8.6% respectively (a 90.4% difference). The worst model’s accuracy is lower than random guesses (i.e., 10% because the MNIST dataset has 10 classes). This large accuracy difference is caused by the random initialization of the weights [101, 104]. Particularly, four runs do not improve much after training—with the final models’ accuracies being 8.6%, 9.9%, 10.6%, and 19.7% (the outliers shown as circles in Figure 2). While the four runs produce weak models, they are faithful reproductions of training with widely-used networks and algorithms using realistic data and settings. The fact that 4 out of 16 runs fail to improve significantly, shows the importance of reporting the variance between multiple identical training runs so that the DL approaches can be evaluated on not just their best accuracy, but also on how stable the training process is.

If we exclude networks with such weak models, we still see an accuracy difference up to 10.8% with LeNet1 (the difference between 87.8% and 98.6%). For WRN-28-10, the largest difference is 2.8% (between 78.2% and 81.0%) respectively. Although these differences may seem small, researchers [64] report improvements of 0.8% when comparing against WRN-28-10 without accounting for NI-factors. At best, the comparison conclusions still hold, but the papers fail to provide evidence for that.

The per-class accuracy differences are even larger compared to the overall accuracy differences (Table 2, column Default: Overall versus column Default: Per-Class). On the least accurate run of LeNet5, the trained model fails completely on a single class (i.e., the prediction accuracy for the class digit “0” is 0%), while, for other runs, the highest prediction accuracy for the same class is 100%. Digit “0” has 261 test images (all classes have similar numbers) so such single-class failures are not due to insufficient instances or bias distribution of that class. A similar single-class failure happens for LeNet1 and LeNet4 training runs. The standard deviation is smaller for these networks (24.5% and 24.7% comparing to 44.5%) because only one run completely fails.

As another example, WRN-28-10 default identical training runs (using library combination TensorFlow 1.12.0, CUDA 9.0, cuDNN 7.6, and best-accuracy selection criteria) incur a maximum overall accuracy difference of 2.8%. With the same settings, the per-class accuracy difference is 50.0% (dropping from 72.7% to 22.7%) for the class “bee” (with 22 test samples). Per-class accuracy variance can be problematic for applications where the accuracy of specific classes is critical. For example, the accuracy variance of the pedestrian class of a self-driving car’s object classification system could vary pedestrian prediction reliability. This, in turn, could endanger pedestrians, even if the overall variance of the model is small.

NI-factors cause a complete single-class failure, where the biggest per-class accuracy difference is 100% with a standard deviation of 44.5% (Finding 3(a)).

5.2 RQ2: How much accuracy variance do implementation-level NI-factors cause?

Accuracy variance: We analyze nondeterminism introduced by implementation-level NI-factors by performing 66 experimental sets (i.e., combinations of 6 networks with 11 environments) of fixed-seed identical training runs (each with 16 runs). Recall that fixed-seed identical training runs are default identical training runs with algorithmic NI-factors disabled using fixed random seed initialization (Section 3.2).

Table 2 (Fixed-seed) shows the largest accuracy differences of the overall and per-class accuracy of all models (for any library combinations and selection criteria) with disabled algorithmic NI-factors (i.e., among fixed-seed identical training runs).

Implementation-level NI-factors cause accuracy differences as large as 2.9% (Finding 2), while per-class accuracy differences are up to 52.4% (Finding 3(b)).

Among the fixed-seed identical training runs of WRN-28-10 (with TensorFlow 1.14.0, CUDA 10, cuDNN 7.6, and loss selection criterion), the most and the least accurate runs have an overall accuracy of 80.2% and 77.3% respectively. In the same experimental set, the implementation-level NI-factors cause a per-class accuracy difference of 52.4% (the “camel” class—with 21 test samples– has 90.5% and 38.1% accuracies in the most and least accurate run). All other classes have similar numbers of test samples so the large per-class accuracy difference is not due to insufficient instances or bias distribution classes.

The lack of complete failure caused by the random weight initialization (an algorithmic NI-factors) in LeNet training (Figure 3) indicates that training is more stable without algorithmic NI-factors.

When comparing the results of setting Default and Fixed-seed in Table 2, LeNet and ResNet56 have smaller overall and per-class accuracy differences among default identical training runs. While for ResNet38 and WRN-28-10, the accuracy differences among fixed-seed identical training runs are smaller, Levene’s test cannot statistically confirm the significance (p-value > 0.05) of these differences in variance for all networks except for LeNet5 (where there are complete failures in identical training runs with default setting).

Table 2 (Fixed-seed) shows that except for ResNet38, the more complex a network is (i.e., more trainable parameters), the larger the accuracy (overall and per-class) variance exists across fixed-seed identical training runs. For more complex networks, the error introduced by nondeterminism might propagate further.

To demonstrate the importance of performing identical training runs when comparing different DL approaches, we consider a scenario where ResNet56 is a baseline approach to the CIFAR10 image classification problem and ResNet38 is the proposed improvement.
Among 16 fixed-seed identical training runs, ResNet56 averages 91.2% in test accuracy while ResNet38 averages 90.3%. The U-test confirms (p-value < 0.01) that ResNet56 has 0.9% higher test accuracy than ResNet38 with an effect size (Cohen’s d) of 1.7 (very large effect). Hence, there is no improvement from the proposed technique (ResNet38) over the baseline (ResNet56). However, if each approach only runs once, in the most extreme case, ResNet56 accuracy is reported with its worse run (90.4%) and ResNet38 with its best run (91.4%), the researchers might have come to an invalid conclusion that ResNet38 has 1% higher accuracy than ResNet56. Researchers and practitioners should be aware of DL system variance, even with only implementation-level NI-factors, so they would perform multiple identical training runs when comparing approaches.

**Different core libraries:** We investigate if switching core libraries leads to different accuracy variance among fixed-seed identical training runs. Since it is prohibitively expensive to run all combinations of core and low-level library versions (our experiments’ GPU time are already over 6.5 months), we compare the latest versions of core and low-level libraries at the time of the experiment (i.e., in addition, we run 12 more experiment sets – combinations of 6 models with 2 environments).

Figure 4 shows the boxplots of the overall accuracy of fixed-seed identical training runs for the experimental set of each network with the best-loss selection criterion across three different core libraries. The accuracy variance is similar across different core libraries. For example, for ResNet56 the accuracy difference with CNTK is 1.5% (between 91.8% and 90.3%) and 1.9% with TensorFlow. All core libraries are affected similarly by implementation-level NI-factors, as Levene’s test cannot reject the null hypothesis that each core library has a different accuracy variance (p-value > 0.1).

**Different low-level libraries versions:** We analyze the overall accuracy differences of the 11 low-level library combinations (cuDNN and CUDA) with TensorFlow to see if there is still variance when switching versions of the low-level libraries. Figure 5 shows the boxplots of the overall accuracy differences of fixed-seed identical training runs when training each network with each of the 11 library combinations. All training runs are affected by implementation-level NI-factors, independently from the low-level libraries used. For example, with WRN-28-10, the largest overall accuracy difference is 2.9% (reported in Table 2). On average, across 11 experimental sets, the accuracy difference for this network is over 2% while the smallest accuracy difference is 1.6%.

5.3 **RQ3: How much training-time variance do NI-factors introduce?**

We study the variance in overall training time to convergence of default identical training runs and fixed-seed identical training runs which is often the primary variance that researchers and practitioners care about. We measure training time to convergence with respect to best-loss and best-accuracy selection criteria. Table 3 shows the analysis of the running time to convergence for default identical training runs and fixed-seed identical training runs. $\text{Time}_{\text{Loss}}$ and $\text{Time}_{\text{Acc}}$ denote the training time using two popular model selection criteria—best-loss and best-accuracy, respectively. For each selection criterion, the table shows the time difference between the slowest and the fastest runs (columns $\text{Diff}$). Since the running time is very different across networks, we compute the relative time difference (columns $\text{RelDiff}$) —the ratio of the time difference over the running time of the fastest. To give some indication of an average case, columns $\text{RelSDev}$ show the relative standard deviation (i.e., coefficient of variation [37]) of the 16 runs.

Among default identical training runs, LeNet5 has the largest relative training time difference of 4,014.8% using the best-accuracy selection criterion. As discussed in RQ1, three runs fail to improve after the first epoch (3.9 seconds for the fastest), creating such a large time difference. However, since only three runs got stuck at the first epoch, the relative standard deviation is 55.1%.

The largest training time difference among default identical training runs is 6,316 seconds (1 hour and 40 minutes) for the WRN-28-10 network with the best-accuracy selection criterion (relative training time difference of 46.0%). Given how expensive DL training can be, 46.0% of training time difference could mean days or longer.

Among fixed-seed identical training runs, ResNet56 incurs the largest relative training time difference (145.3%) when using the best-accuracy selection criterion. This means that the deviation caused by random computation errors can lead to significantly different optimization paths, hence different convergence time.

### Table 3: Running time to convergence differences among default and fixed seed identical training runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>$\text{Time}_{\text{Loss}}$ (seconds)</th>
<th>$\text{Time}_{\text{Acc}}$ (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{Diff}$</td>
<td>$\text{RelDiff}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeNet1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeNet4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeNet5</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet38</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet56</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WRN-28-10</td>
<td>2,333</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-seed</td>
<td>LeNet1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeNet4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeNet5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet38</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet56</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WRN-28-10</td>
<td>2,197</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*3/16 runs stuck at the first epoch
Finding 4: Training time varies by as much as 145.3% (1 hour and 12 minutes) among fixed-seed identical training runs, while the training time difference is up to 4,014.8% with default identical training runs.

6 RESEARCHER AND PRACTITIONER SURVEY

We conduct a survey to understand if researchers and practitioners are (1) aware of the NI-factors and (2) if they correctly estimate how much impact NI-factors have on DL experiments.

6.1 Survey design and deployment

We conduct an anonymous online survey over a period of two weeks in February 2020. We target GitHub users who committed code to popular public DL projects under the topics TensorFlow, PyTorch, CNTK, Theano, deeplearning, and neural-network. We send 19,333 emails using Qualtrics services and receive 1,051 responses (5.4% response rate), 901 of which are valid. Many of the email addresses are from industry (364 from Microsoft, 833 from Google, and 80 from NVidia), and from academia (797 from U.S. universities).

We take the following steps to ensure our survey of 29 questions is valid and not biased. First, we conduct three rounds of in-person pilot studies with ten graduate students who have worked on DL projects and use their feedback to remove ambiguity and biases in our initial design. The pilot studies’ participants do not participate in the actual survey.

Second, to ensure participant’s understanding, we define important terms (e.g., deep learning, determinism, identical training runs, and fixed-seed identical training runs) in the context of our survey before the questions. For example, we give a clear definition of a deterministic DL system before survey questions: “We define a system as deterministic if the system has identical accuracy or similar running time between multiple identical runs. In the case of a DL system, identical training runs have the same training dataset, data preprocessing method (e.g., same transformation operations), weight initializer (i.e., drawn from the same random distribution), network structure, loss function, optimizer, lower libraries, and hardware.”

All questions and definitions are included in the GitHub repository whose link is provided in Section 1.

6.2 Survey results and findings

Participant Experience and Statistics: Of the 901 responses, 472 work in industry and 342 work in academia. Participants have an average work experience of 6.3 years and a maximum of 47 years. The average DL experience is 3.0 years. Over 68.6% learn AI formally (e.g., undergraduate and graduate school) and 32 are involved with 5 or more AI projects.

Awareness of NI-factors in DL systems: We ask Question 20: “In your opinion, are DL systems deterministic?” to gauge the awareness that participants have of the NI-factors (results in Figure 6).

Finding 5: Researchers and practitioners are unaware of or unsure about implementation-level NI-factors (Finding 6).

There is no correlation between awareness of implementation-level NI-factors and DL experience (r=0.03), DL educational background (r=0.04), or job position (r=0.02). These results suggest limited awareness of variance in DL systems regardless of experience and educational background.

Awareness of implementation-level NI-factors in DL systems: We design Questions 26: “Do you expect fixed-seed identical DL training runs to be deterministic?” to study how aware respondents are with implementation-level NI-factors (results in Figure 6).

Most (83.8%, 755 out of 901) of our surveyed researchers and practitioners are unaware of or unsure about implementation-level NI-factors (Finding 6).

There is no correlation between awareness of implementation-level NI-factors and DL experience (r=0.03), DL educational background (r=0.01), or job position (r=0.06).

Estimate of accuracy difference: We ask participants who answered “Yes” or “Maybe” to Question 20 to answer Question 21: “From your experience, in the worst case, by how much would you expect the final overall accuracy (e.g., in classification task) to vary in terms of absolute value between identical training runs?”. Also, after Question 26, we ask participants a similar Question 27 regarding fixed-seed identical training runs. Those who answer “Maybe” (i.e., unsure about DL system variance), we still ask them to estimate the magnitude of the variance. “Other” is an option to specify an explanation if no estimate is given.

Figure 7 shows participants’ estimations of the overall and per-class accuracy difference across default and fixed-seed identical training runs.

Figure 6: Distribution of responses to Question 20 (Default identical runs) and Question 26 (Fixed-seed identical runs)

To measure the correlation between different factors, we use the Pearson correlation coefficient (r), a statistical indicator of linear correlation between two variables (|r|=0 means no correlation, while |r|=1 suggests a strong correlation). There is no correlation between awareness of DL variance and DL experience (r=0.03), DL educational background (r=0.04), or job position (r=0.02). These results suggest limited awareness of variance in DL systems regardless of experience and educational background.

Finding 6: Researchers and practitioners underestimate the magnitude of accuracy differences. Most (80.7%) responses estimate an accuracy difference across default identical training runs to be less than 5%.
We conduct a literature survey to study the awareness of and the importance of using variance-based estimates of training time differences. Most (77.7%) participants estimate the convergence time differences to be less than 10% across default identical training runs, and the majority of (84.5%) respondents estimate a similar 10% or less convergence time difference among fixed-seed identical training runs (Finding 8).

Finding 2 indicates that the accuracy difference is up to 2.9% with implementation-level NI-factors alone. However, only 10.4% of respondents expect 2% or more accuracy difference across fixed-seed identical training runs, and they estimate similarly for per-class accuracy differences (Finding 7).

Estimate of training time difference: We ask participants to estimate how much the running time to convergence varies across default and fixed-seed identical training runs to see if their estimation matches the results from RQ3 (i.e., the convergence time differences are up to 4,014.8% among default identical training runs and up to 145.3% among fixed-seed identical training runs).

Most (77.7%) participants estimate the convergence time differences to be less than 10% across default identical training runs, and the majority of (84.5%) respondents estimate a similar 10% or less convergence time difference among fixed-seed identical training runs (Finding 8).

7 DL-TRAINING PAPER SURVEY

We conduct a literature survey to study the awareness of and the practice of handling DL variance in research papers.

Paper selection criteria and study approach: We extract research articles from the most recent top SE (ICSE’19, FSE’19, ASE’19), machine learning (NeurIPS/NIPS’19, ICLR’20, and ICML’19), computer vision (CVPR’19 and ICCV’19), and systems (SOSP’19, ASPLOS’19, MLSys’19) conferences. We focus on articles that were accepted for oral presentations (i.e., we exclude posters and spotlight articles), to keep the amount of manual examination realistic, considering that over 1,000 papers are accepted per year for conferences such as NeurIPS/NIPS. In total, 1,152 articles meet the above criteria. We split conferences into SE-systems-focused (SE and systems) and AI-focused (machine learning and computer vision) conferences to investigate whether AI papers are more likely to consider this variance in their evaluation.

Two authors independently check each of the 454 randomly sampled papers to see if it is relevant, i.e., papers that train DL models (89.3% of agreement). With 95% confidence, 28 out of 202 papers from SE-systems focused conferences (13.9±3%), versus 197 out of 252 papers from AI conferences (78.1±4%) are relevant.

Paper survey results: We present the survey result as follows.

Of the 225 relevant papers, only 19.5±3% use multiple identical training runs to evaluate their approaches (Finding 9): 25.0±4% for SE-systems focused conferences and 18.7±3% for AI conferences.

These results corroborate our online survey findings, indicating that researchers rarely consider (or have no clear solutions to measure) the impact of NI-factors. In addition, 33 papers in our sample use the same models we evaluated and report an accuracy improvement lower than the variance that we observed across multiple fixed-seed identical training runs (2.9%). Most (23) of these studies do not report validation using multiple identical training runs. Thus, the conclusions of these 23 studies are likely affected by the variance in multiple identical training runs. This is a conservative estimate as we use the implementation-level only variance (2.9%) instead of the overall variance (10.8%) as the criterion.

8 IMPLICATIONS, SUGGESTIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

Improving the stability of training implementations: Practitioners may need to control NI-factors or replay DL training deterministically to facilitate debugging, which are challenging tasks. As discussed in Section 2.4, algorithmic NI-factors are generally straightforward to control as they are introduced explicitly using pseudo-random number generators which can be seeded before each run. Practitioners may benefit from new methods (e.g., deterministic GPU [55]) to control implementation-level NI-factors, which are much harder to control because they are often the byproduct of optimization.

Research reproducibility and validity: Variance introduced by NI-factors reduces the reproducibility of DL-related experiments. Researchers should check if multiple identical training runs are needed to ensure the validity of their experiments and comparison. It is nontrivial to determine the number of identical runs needed, which depends on the approaches and the baselines. One solution is iteratively performing more replication runs when comparing to a selected baseline. The replication process can stop when statistical tests (e.g., U-test) confirm the significance (e.g., p-value < 0.05) of the difference between the new approach and the baseline. If after a large number of replication runs (e.g., more than 30 runs[15]) the improvement is not statistically significant, then the variance might be large enough such that a statistically significant conclusion about the difference between the two techniques might not be possible. We are developing such a technique to help researchers and practitioners with this process, to reduce the manual effort to conduct valid experiments and replicate experiments.

Approaches to improve reproducibility suggested by the SE community [44, 75, 107] need to also consider training variance. New approaches such as efficient checkpointing may be desirable.

Transparency is important in making sure that research is reproducible and valid. Recently, the DL research community promoted sharing artifacts and results transparently[12, 34]. Since DL systems are nondeterministic, it is important to share the data from the replication runs as well. One solution is maintaining a centralized trusted database that stores these replication runs and provides authors of new approaches with baseline results that they can directly compare to without rerunning the baseline approaches. We are developing a tool that helps users to measure the variance of their approaches and facilitates the comparison across approaches. Users can upload their replication packages and results to a database, that is provided by our tool, to be curated for comparison.

Producing better models: When a DL model is the contribution (e.g., defect prediction [70] or program repair [69]), practitioners could leverage variance to obtain a more accurate model.

Less expensive training and variance estimation: Since DL training is expensive, an important research direction could be less-expensive variance estimation and training approaches such as software support for incremental training [47].

9 THREATS TO VALIDITY

External validity: Observed results might be different for other networks. We use 6 very popular networks with diverse complexity
(from 7,206 to 36,536,884 parameters) to mitigate this issue. We encourage others (and ourselves) to replicate and enrich our studies with different DL networks, DL training approaches, and DL libraries to build an empirical body of knowledge about variance in DL systems. We are building a replication tool to help the research community to share and replicate research experiments and results.

New algorithmic NI-factors can be added (e.g., new nondeterministic layers) so our list of algorithmic NI-factors could become incomplete in the future. For fixed-seed identical training runs, we ensure that all algorithmic NI-factors of the DL networks we evaluate are disabled.

**Internal validity:** Our implementation or the libraries we used might have bugs. This should be alleviated by that (1) all our code is reviewed by most authors, (2) our results show that variance exists for all versions of all libraries we evaluate, thus unlikely that they are caused by library bugs, (3) we focus on official releases of DL libraries, so our runs should still be representative of real DL usage, and (4) we analyze all results especially outliers to ensure there were no implementation bugs.

Multiple identical training runs might produce different models (i.e., models with different weights) with identical accuracy and running time. Our study focuses on accuracy and time variance, since these are the end results that users care about.

**Construct validity:** We ensure to target relevant participants in our survey by specifically inviting code contributors to DL projects and asking them to confirm that they work with DL. Respondents might not have wanted to show any perceived ignorance which could have biased their responses. However, the strength of the responses, 83.8% being unaware or uncertain about implementation-level nondeterminism in DL systems helps alleviate this issue.

### 10 RELATED WORK

Our paper is unique because we study and quantify DL variance caused by NI-factors and conduct surveys to check its awareness.

**Variance study of reinforcement learning (RL):** Closest to our work is the study [80] that measures the impact of some implementation-level NI-factors on RL experiments. We study the general DL variance, while they focus on RL variance only. In addition, we measure the awareness by conducting a survey and a literature review. Furthermore, while they focus on one network for one task (i.e., playing the Atari game Breakout) and one version of one core library (PyTorch), we study the impact of NI-factors using 6 networks trained on 3 datasets and multiple versions of three core libraries. Papers [29, 53] that investigates the impact of random seeds on RL are different from ours, since they only consider the impact of random seeds (i.e., algorithmic NI-factors), while we also study the variance caused by implementation-level NI-factors.

**Awareness of the impact of nondeterminism:** A recent literature survey [81] on 30 papers on the topic of text mining confirms the results of our literature survey. None of the 30 investigated papers report using different random seeds. Our literature survey investigates DL training in general (not just text mining papers) and examines 225 papers. Furthermore, our overall contribution is different since we also quantify the differences in training accuracy and time across identical training runs. Another paper [79] states that small changes in the experimental setup can generate measurement bias. It focuses on standard CPU computation benchmark [31] and does not study the nondeterminism of DL systems.

**Anecdotal evidence of NI-factors:** Some studies [59, 76, 77, 108] quantify the variance in their results caused by NI-factors. However, these are only anecdotal evidence and none attempts to systematically study the variance introduced by algorithmic and implementation-level NI-factors. In addition, our surveys show that awareness is still very low in the research community.

**Nondeterminism in stochastic gradient descent (SGD):** Much work investigates variance caused by SGD [26, 33, 35, 58, 68]. While these papers quantify nondeterminism caused by SGD, they ignore all other sources of nondeterminism described in Section 2.

**Impact of weight initialization:** Prior work [57, 88, 101, 104] measure the impact of different initial weights on models’ training time. While such an issue is known, implementation-level NI-factors have not been studied and our surveys show that they are often not considered when evaluating DL systems.

**Controlling implementation-level nondeterminism:** Jooybar et al. [55] propose a hardware mechanism to introduce determinism in GPU-based algorithms. In our work, we do not focus on the hardware itself and measure the variance caused by NI-factors using popular GPUs without special hardware modifications.

**DL System Benchmarking:** Much work focuses on benchmarking DL systems. However, their target is finding the best networks [30, 86, 121], hardware [92, 121], hyper-parameters [72], and framework [48, 60, 72, 93, 95, 121]. Such approaches do not consider the impact of NI-factors on multiple identical training runs.

### 11 CONCLUSIONS

This work studies the variance introduced by nondeterminism in DL systems and the awareness of this variance among researchers and practitioners. We perform experiments on three datasets with six popular networks and find up to 10.8% accuracy differences among identical training runs when excluding weak models. Even with fixed seeds, the accuracy differences are as large as 2.9%. Our surveys show that 83.8% of surveyed researchers and practitioners are unaware of or unsure about implementation-level variance and only 19.5±3% of papers in recent relevant top conferences use multiple identical training runs to quantify the variance of their DL approaches. Thus, we raise the awareness of DL variance, for better research validity and reproducibility, more accurate models, deterministic debugging, new research on training stability, efficient training, and fast variance estimation.
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